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Project Overview

o Problem: GTS has overlapping vendors and contracts in the 
market research space.
 Unnecessary spending
 Under-utilization of services provided

o Solution: Determine if any vendors can be eliminated or 
renegotiated to reduce spend.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My first project this summer was the organization of all current GTS contracts, and construction of a rough database with that information. It was through that project that this one began. I used the database to make a list of all of GTS’s expiring contracts and with help from my mentor, we decided that one of our expiring market research firms would benefit from a competitive analysis. This was in order to determine if we were getting the best possible value-proposition from this company or if there are alternative companies that could meet GTS’s needs. The other reason we chose to evaluate a market research firm is the fact that GTS is currently under contract with two market research firms, with significant overlap. The firm we chose to research is expiring, while the other one we are locked-in with for the next year. 



Solution Steps 

Do initial 
market 

research 

Compare 
features & 

pricing

Meet with 
relevant 
vendors

Conduct 
internal 

reviews & 
surveys

Choose a 
vendor 

based on 
needs & 

price

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steps utilized when beginning my competitive analysis and research:Researching the main market research firms to determine the key players and competitors in the industry.Using charts and graphs, I was able to compare the different features and “seat” level options as well as some OBO pricing. Throughout this I eliminated companies that did not match or exceed the capabilities of the company with the expiring contract or meet GTS’s needs. I also obtained the raw back-end usage data from our two currently contracted companies and compared how often we were using the services to get more insight into which platform we valued/utilized the most.Next, I scheduled meetings with client relationship managers at 2 of the market research firms that my research had led me to. These meetings helped me get a better handle on the features, pricing, discounts, and promotions available. I was able to ask specific questions about each service. Through this process I was able to eliminate a vendor that I had considered as a replacement for the expiring vendor.Then I drafted and sent out a 14-question survey to all members of GTS with access to a seat with one or both of GTS’s currently- contracted market research companies. The survey inquired about their favorite features, what needed improvement, their satisfaction level, etc.The last step is choosing a vendor based on a balance of GTS’s needs/preferences (determined from the survey) and practicality/cost. This decision was made by the GTS SLT based on my research and recommendation.I believe that these 5 steps should all occur when doing any sort of vendor/competitor analysis, it gives the maximum resources to make the final decision.



Find a Balance
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o Desired features & needs:
• Easy to navigate website
• Actionable research
• High volume of research
• Pre-built decks and 

templates

o Business Sense:
• Affordable
• High value-proposition

- Does the product benefit 
the broadest active-user 
base?

• Efficient
- Can we use an existing 

vendor?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These were some of the key points that I needed to balance when making my final recommendation to the GTS SLT. The desired features and needs were pulled from the internal GTS survey I did. 



End Results
o Analysis led to the renegotiation and renewal of an expiring 

contract with one of our market research vendors.
- Increased service levels and features for the same price
- Cost avoidance of over $74,000

o Recommended renegotiation of the other current contract 
attempts to utilize a better value-proposition service option.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The result of this project is currently underway. I had the opportunity to lead the renewal/renegotiation of our expiring contract and presented the information to the GTS SLT. I presented 3 options and recommended one: which included renewing our contract with the expiring vendor and attempting to renegotiate our current services provided by the vendor that we are locked in with for the next year. With the expiring vendor I was able to apply enough pressure to the account manager to get them to keep the price at just over $52,000 for even more features valued at over $127,000. Part of this cost reduction is because we negotiated at the end of that vendors’ fiscal year, a time when companies are motivated to offer more discounts. For the vendor that we are still under contract with, I recommended trying to renegotiate the current contract to include a new service with a higher value proposition. This service includes enterprise-level access to the research. Although the initial goal of the project was to eliminate a vendor my research demonstrated that the value derived from the expiring market research firm was important to the organization; the SLT agreed. The current plan is to use the information and research I conducted next year when both these market research contracts expire and to pick a single vendor moving forward.
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Thank you
Contact: Nicole Davis| email: internships@rti.org
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